SkyNRG supplies KLM’s new series of transatlantic biofuel flights to Aruba and Bonaire
Amsterdam Schiphol Airport, May 16, 2014, - SkyNRG, the global market maker for sustainable fuels,
will supply sustainable jet fuel to a new series of KLM flights from Amsterdam to the Caribbean
islands Aruba and Bonaire. The program will run for six months and is operated by an Airbus 330200. The first flight will be operated today and is part of Europe’s major biojet fuel initiative, ITAKA
in which SkyNRG is a partner.
Camiel Eurlings, CEO of KLM, commented: ”I am proud that once again KLM is demonstrating its
pioneering role in the development and commercialization of sustainable aviation fuels, together with
new partners the European Commission and Airbus. This new series of biofuel flights to Aruba and
Bonaire follows the New York series of last year.”
Dirk Kronemeijer, CEO of SkyNRG, commented: “With these series of flights, within the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, we are getting closer to the day that we can produce sustainable jet fuel right here in
Holland for one of our founders and key customer from the very beginning: KLM. This goal will be
achieved within the BioPort Holland project which we initiated with our consortium partners KLM,
Schiphol, Neste Oil, the Dutch government and the Port of Rotterdam.”
SkyNRG also welcomes the new partners in the KLM Corporate BioFuel Programme, Friesland Campina
and Ricoh, who officially joined the program today. These leading green corporations will be able to
fly on sustainable jet fuel for a portion of their total flight volume, thereby stimulating the further
development of biofuels and reducing the aviation industry’s carbon footprint.
More information:
http://skynrg.com/klmcorporatebiofuelprogramme/
https://www.klmtakescare.nl/en/content/aruba-and-bonaire-on-biofuelAbout SkyNRG
SkyNRG’s mission is to create structural supply and demand for sustainable jet fuels that are affordable. It’s
executing this mission short term via co-funded green routes (like AMS-JFK) and long term via developing
regional supply chains that represent a real affordable alternative for fossil fuels- called BioPorts. The
company is working closely together with multiple fuel technology partners to create the best fit for a region
in the world- supported by its leading sustainability board and global technical board.
SkyNRG is now the world’s market leader for sustainable jet fuel, having supplied more than 20 carriers
worldwide. Since 2011 the has been company is expanding into the marine and heavy trucking segment as
well. These segments like aviation have no better sustainable energy alternative other than truly sustainable
fuels.
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